Anchor Raised
Electrical

Distribute power between workstations or add convenience outlets and USB charging atop storage. The Anchor Raised hardwire electrical system is designed to power up workstations or shared spaces in the absence of a panel.

A Position power at the front of the storage to provide easy access to power for height-adjustable tables

B Flush mount power units add convenient charging to workstations or shared spaces

C Flexible conduit allows harnesses to be positioned where needed. Simply bend and secure conduit to navigate through panels or around feet or other obstructions

D Black power components visually recede into shadow beneath raised storage for clean appearance

Warranty
5 years

STATEMENT OF LINE

Power Infeed
3+1 or 2+2
L: 36, 72"

Distribution Harness
3+1 or 2+2

Distribution Cover
W: 18.5"
D: 2.26"

Duplex Receptacle
3+1 or 2+2
Standard or controlled circuits

Jumper Cable
3+1 or 2+2
L: 15, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, 60, 66, 72, 78, 84, 90, 96"

Anchor to Dividends Horizon Adapter Jumper
3+1 or 2+2
L: 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, 60, 66, 72"

Desktop Power Module, 3-Prong Plug
2 Duplexes + 2 USB
Braided or Standard Cordset
Cord Length: 36, 72"

Desktop Power Module, Hardwire Power Entry
2 Duplexes + 2 USB
72" whip

FEATURES

+ Anchor electrical components are designed for use with Anchor raised storage

FINISHES

Please visit knoll.com/surface-finish-library to view all finishes and swatches.

Desktop Power Unit: White
Conduit, Receptacles & Distribution Harness Cover: Black
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